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Procurements Goals 

–Purchase at the best available price

–Purchase in the best interests of the District

–Secondary Goals

• Get the product you asked for

• Get the product on time

• Have available maintenance

• Ensure that problems in the procurement are kept to a minimum



The Requirement for Bidding is Statutorily Created

• Competitive Bidding is created by statute.  See 

Construction Industry Force Account v. Delta 

Wetlands (1992) Cal.App.4th 1589, 4 Cal.Rptr.2d 43.

• Some Charter City Rules



Purpose for Rules:  To Create an Even Playing Field

–Basics

–Does everyone know

–Is it fair

–Is there the ability to shortcut



Bottom Line:  To Prevent Unfair or Illegal Behavior



Rules of Fairness

•Procedural due process

–Property Right

–What is it

–How is a property right created



Rules of Fairness

•Responsiveness

–What it means

–“If a bid does not respond to the bid proposal in all 

material respects, it is not a bid at all, but a new proposal.” 

47 Ops.Atty.Gen.129 (1966)

•Responsibility

–Quality, capacity and ability to perform the work



Why Rules of Fairness

•Details are Critical

•Board scrutiny of protests

•Court intervention



Rules of Fairness

•Advertisement to make sure the world knows of 

the bid

•Open Board Process

•Resolution on piggy backs



When the Process Starts to Break Down

• Bid Exceptions

–Piggyback bids (Public Contracts Code § 20652)

–California Multiple Award Schedules (Public Contract Code §
10290.1)

–Lease-Leaseback (Education Code § 81330)

–Consultant Contracts (Government Code § 53060)

• Architect

• CM

• Inspector



Case Study:  Consultants Run Amok



There are Legal Details to the Bid Exceptions Too

• Piggybacks you need to confirm the underlying bids are real 

bids on valid contracts

• Procure bonds for performance

• The piggyback must match exactly the purchase that is 

being made

• Resolution that the procurement is in the best interests of 

the entity and at the best possible price

• No procurement beyond incidental labor



The Beginning or Problems

•Public Records Act Requests

–Crews v. Willows Unified School District (2013) 

•Protest Letters

•Oversight Committee Consent and Questions

•Board Questions

–Issues coming up at a Board level



What to Watch For

•Bid Splitting

–Breaking up Contracts

–Invoices of less than $15,000

•Patterns in purchasing or contracting firms



Kickbacks Scheme



What to Watch For

•Rushing Contracts through

–Procurement is the last stop

–Purchasing is made to feel like cooperation is critical to 

the success of the District



Sometimes Problems are Just Open and Obvious



What to Watch For

•Lack of Claims in construction actually means 

something

•Same contractors

•Someone given great latitude or power with no 

real checks or balances

•Lack of proper budgeting

•Lax procurement processes



Places Where Issues Break

• Simple Inquiry

• Oversight Committee

• Changing Politics in the Administration of the 

Governing Board

• Newspaper Request

• Legal Claim

• Audit



When the Press Calls



When the Press Calls

• Don’t hide

• Make sure everyone is informed

• Be prepared with all your information so everyone is 

internally prepared

• Establish one point of contact

• Don’t be afraid to ask for drafts and be prepared to 

review and revise press information



When the Press Calls

• If the Press is hostile, issue written press 

releases so the information is clear

•Don’t rely solely on press releases

•Try to figure out why the press is on you



Prevention

• Protest procedures in bids requiring internal review 

before items make it to Board

–So you can take care of any problems internally 

first

• Claims procedures in all contracts

• Communication protocols



Prevention

•Checks and balances

•Procedures Manual 

•Documentation



Basics: Rules for Every Contract

•Termination clause – Including Termination for 

Convenience

•Warranty clause to require repaqir

•Clear lines of responsibility

•How are disputes handled



Basic Rules for Every Contract

•Think about what is fair for everyone involved

•Be specific on what you want

•Bonding

• Inspection when items are received



End


